MOVE REMOVED FURNITURE TO CLC BASEMENT STORAGE ROOM

SECOND FLOOR FURNITURE PLAN REDUCED OCCUPANCY

LEARNING COMMONS

3725 LEDGEWOOD DRIVE CINCINNATI, OH 45207
7/13/2020

- KEEP 16 CHAIRS, 1 STOOL, ALL TABLES
- REMOVE 22+/- CHAIRS
- MOVE SQUARE/CURVED CORNER TABLE TO THIRD FLOOR AT TOP OF STAIR

Technology Training

Student Computing Lab

Group Study

Group Study

Group Study

KEEP 2 CHAIRS (REMOVE 2 CHAIRS)

KEEP 2 CHAIRS (REMOVE 6 CHAIRS)

KEEP 16 CHAIRS, 1 STOOL, ALL TABLES

REMOVE 22+/- CHAIRS

MOVE SQUARE/CURVED CORNER TABLE TO THIRD FLOOR AT TOP OF STAIR

CLEANING STATION

CLEANING STATION

ZOOM TV

FACULTY ZONE

STAIR #1
S12
Corridor

2'-6" MIN

6' - 0" 6' - 0"

3' - 0"

6' - 0" 6' - 0"

3' - 0"

MOVE REMOVED FURNITURE TO CLC BASEMENT STORAGE ROOM